
 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

INCLUSIONS TO MAKE IT YOUR OWN 
Our clever ranges allow you to customise your home inclusions to suit your taste and budget – Just by telling us 

what it is that you want. Pay for what you want and not for what you don’t want. No more base prices and 
premium inclusions upgrade packages, you decide what you want. Not us. 

We allow you to customise your inclusions from the bricks, garage doors, front door, light fittings, windows, 
kitchen and more. Absolutely everything can be personally selected and custom-made. And we take the time to 

educate you about the costs involved – every step of the way! 

The ‘Investor’ range is generally reserved for those building in quantity and seeking great value for money and ease 
of use, ‘Essentials’ range represents our standard inclusions, ‘Designer’ our second-tier upgrade and ‘Architectural’ 
being our highest upgrade offered. Over and above this we invite you to discuss with us any alternative finishes and 

products you may wish to explore 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

PEACE OF MIND 
 
✓ Licensed NSW Builder 

✓ Member of the Housing Industry 

Association 

✓ Fixed Price and externally written HIA 

building contract 

✓ Eligible Home Building Compensation Fund 

project builder 

✓ 90 Day maintenance period 

✓ Flexible home designs and staff to help 

you all the way 

✓ Local Excellence, experience and 

knowledge, utilising trades and businesses 

within the community. 

✓ Planning/Council Approvals taken care of 

✓ Hard-Wired smoke detectors 

✓ Re-Treatable  sub-cavity termite system 

✓ Non Penetrable  slab penetration termite 

barrier 

✓ Stronger H2 treated termite resistant 

90mm frames and trusses throughout 

✓ Instantaneous  5 star hot-water system 

✓ Secure deadlocks on entry doors 

ON THE OUTSIDE 
 
✓ Safety starts with your electrical meter 

box and earth leakage protection 

✓ Extensive range of product choices and 

colour options offered at no extra cost 

✓ Thicker 0.42 BMT Colorbond Iron Roof 

✓ Colorbond fascia and gutter 

✓ Aluminium mesh flyscreens to all windows 

✓ Thermal Sisalation barrier to external 

walls and roof 

✓ Wall Insulation batts to living area (R1.5) 

✓ Ceiling Insulation batts to living area (R3.5) 

✓ 3 Garden Taps 

✓ PVC downpipes 

✓ Smooth and Quiet remote controlled 

garage door openers 

✓ Automatic weather seals to external 

doors 

ON THE INSIDE 
 
✓ Extensive range of product choices and 

colours offered at no extra cost 

✓ Longer Lasting villaboard lining to wet 

area walls 

✓ Real Timber - primed pine skirtings and 

architraves 

✓ Shelving and hanging rails included in 

cupboards 

✓ Rubber air-cushioned door stops 

✓ High Quality locks, deadlocks and door 

furniture 

✓ Privacy locks to toilets, bathrooms and 

main bedrooms 

✓ Generous electrical points  

✓ 3-in-1 Heat/Light/Fan units 

✓ Premium 3-Coat paint system 

✓ Full China toilet suites 

✓ Custom Designed décor kitchen 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

      
ALUMINIUM PEBBLE CHARCOAL URBAN 

BLUE 
TRUFFLE VINO 

      
CHOCOLATTO  ESPRESSO COCOA GHANIA POA CASSICA 

      
GRANITE 

(S) 
CASHMERE 

SMOOTH 
SMOKE 

SMOOTH 
JUNE 

SMOOTH 
VOLCANIC 

(S) 
TERRACOTTA 

(S) 

      
RED 

(S) 
BROWN 

(S) 
CHOC TAN 

(S) 
PEARLGREY 

(S) 
CREAM 

(S) 
MINERAL 

(S) 

 

   

(S) Denotes bricks 
also available in 
smooth finish 

 Raked Joint Ironed Joint Flush Joint  
 

 

Who are they? 
The PGH name first came about in 1958 when the building industry companies established by 
the founding fathers of Maxwell Porter and David Galbraith, incorporated in 1899 and 1949 
respectively, merged with Hanson Consolidated Industries. 
Today, PGH Bricks & Pavers is a disciplined clay bricks & pavers business servicing the east 
coast of Australia, with a focus on offering customers the broadest, most colourful range of 
quality clay bricks and pavers and a commitment to service excellence. 

 

 

 

BRICKS AND MORTAR 

Bricks are strong, durable and a popular 

choice for new home builders and 

renovators. However, with a broad 

range of great options available, 

choosing bricks may seem 

overwhelming! 

Here are some tips to guide you 

through the process: 

▪ A brick’s colour, shape, size and 

texture will influence the overall look 

and feel of your house, so make sure 

you choose a brick that suits the 

design of your home. It’s worth getting 

ideas from the internet, display homes, 

websites, magazines and PGH Display 

Centre Colour Consultants. 

 

▪ When it comes to mortar (what binds 

bricks together) you need to consider 

the colour and finish, as both will have a 

striking impact on the look of your 

bricks. An off-white mortar between 

darker coloured bricks will add 

contrast and highlight the shape of 

each brick. Whereas matching mortar 

to the brick will soften the brickwork. 

Be mindful, mortar colours can vary 

depending on the sand source. 

 

▪ With the mortar joint finish, you can 

choose raked, ironed or flush, 

depending on whether you want to 

hero or soften the brick work. For 

instance, a Raked Joint will create 

shadowing for contrast and interest. 

A Flush Joint will minimize shadow and 

create a flat look. 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 
 

CONTEMPORARY 

      
BASALT COVE DUNE EVENING HAZE GULLY IRONSTONE 

      
JASPER MANGROVE MONUMENT SHALE GREY SURFMIST TERRAIN 

  

    

WALLABY WINDSPRAY     

 

CLASSIC 

      
CLASSIC CREAM COTTAGE GREEN DEEP OCEAN MANOR RED NIGHT SKY PALE EUCALYPT 

  

    

PAPERBARK WOODLAND GREY     

 

 

Who are they? 
COLORBOND® steel is an iconic brand that has become a household name in Australia. But not 
only is its name known in most Australian homes, it’s also used in part of the construction of 
most Australian homes. Evolving into one of the world’s most advanced building materials over 
the past 45 years, COLORBOND® steel has become Australia’s single most popular roofing 
brand. The reasons for its popularity are based in its sleek and elegant looks as well as its 
durability and thermal performance. 

 

 

 

 

ROOF, FASCIA, GUTTER 

Choosing your COLORBOND® steel 

roof, fascia and gutter colour can be a 

very enjoyable process if approached in 

a logical manner.  

Once you have decided on your house 

style consider your surrounding 

landscape and environment. 

 If your house is located in a treed area. 

Woodland Grey® or Pale Eucalypt® 

would be ideal. Alternatively you may 

choose to contrast the roof colour with 

the environment; Manor Red® would be 

a perfect choice in this case.  

In a more suburban area the 

surrounding environment including the 

streetscape, houses nearby, other 

finishes already selected and your 

personal preferences will come into play. 

Jasper®, Monument®, Dune®, and 

Ironstone® are contemporary colours 

that co-ordinate extremely well with the 

popular styling found in many suburbs. 

Make sure you consider the other 

external finishes and items - the brick, 

render, window colour, garage door, 

external paint colours, fence, front door, 

water tanks etc. 

Remember that many of these items 

are also available in COLORBOND® 

colours, making coordination a little 

easier. 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 
 

 

Who are they? 
Established in 1995 Architectural Window Systems (AWS), is one of Australia’s leading 
suppliers of aluminium window and door systems offering an extensive range of locally designed 
aluminium window and door suites for residential and commercial applications. AWS designs, 
tests, finishes and supplies aluminium window and door systems under the Vantage and 
Elevate™ brands to more than 130 licenced manufacturers throughout Australia. 

 

 

 

WINDOWS 

The Elevate™ Aluminium Systems 

philosophy is simple: to create aluminium 

window and door systems that offer 

streamlined and efficient solutions to 

the high-end residential market. 

 

The range is 100% Australian designed 

& manufactured. Windows and doors 

incorporating innovative technology, 

custom made by local craftspeople to 

the exact specifications of your project. 

 

Available in sliding, awning, casement, 

double hung, louvre and fixed window 

types as well sliding, bi-fold, hinged and 

pivot doors. 

 

Features: 

✓ Elevate window and doors 

incorporate sleek, contemporary 

aluminium frames and are available in 

a wide range of stylish colours to 

complement your internal and 

external colour schemes. 

✓ Elevate windows and doors can be 

made big! Taller and wider than many 

others on the market, perfect to 

frame a special view, let the 

outdoors in and maximise natural 

light. 

✓ There is no such thing as standard 

when selecting Elevate windows and 

doors, all our products are custom 

made to your exact requirements so 

you get the best possible solution for 

your project. 

✓ Designed, extruded and assembled 

locally Elevate windows and doors 

are 100% Australian. Manufactured 

for you by local craftspeople from a 

nationwide network of 

manufacturers. 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 
 

 

Who are they? 
Steel-Line have been designing, manufacturing and installing residential garage doors in Australia 
for more than 30 years. They have forged a reputation for providing high quality products, 
exceptional service and real value for money. 

 

 

 

 

GARAGE DOORS 

A stylish Colorbond® garage door isn’t 

just a pleasure to come home to; it’s 

also an investment that will enhance the 

value and security of your property for 

many years to come. 

 

The Slimline sectional garage door has 

sleek modern symmetrical lines equally 

spaced and aesthetically pleasing to the 

eye – our most popular garage door 

which looks good with any style of 

house. Available in a wide range of 

finishes and colours. 

 

Easy to use and long lasting, Steel-Line 

garage doors have been at the 

forefront of the Australian garage and 

shed door industry for more than 35 

years. The sectional door profile with 

first class materials make these doors 

some of the strongest, quietest and 

most reliable garage doors available. 

 

Steel-Line garage doors are 

constructed from the highest quality 

BlueScope® Steel or Zincalume® steel 

for strength that has been proven to 

last. Combine this with a range of 

Colorbond colours and smooth 

operation, these doors become true 

design features of your home. 

 

They can be operated manually, but the 

addition of an optional automatic roller 

door opener means never having to get 

out of your car in the rain again.  



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

      
XN-1 XN-5 XN-6 XN-7 XN-13 XN-16 

      
VER-1 VER-2 VER-4 VER-6 VER-8 VER-11 

 

 

Who are they? 
Hume Doors & Timber is the nation’s largest 100% Australian owned timber door 
manufacturer with over 60 years of proud history. Hume Doors will always stand by its family 
based values and exceptional customer service. Whether leading the way in sustainability, 
innovation or design, Hume Doors & Timber remains committed to developing outstanding 
products for the Australian market 

 

 

ENTRY DOORS 

First impressions count. Design the 

grand entrance that you have always 

dreamed of with Hume Doors 

‘Newington’ and ‘Verve’ ranges. An 

elegant & stylish entrance range that 

will complement every architectural 

genre. 

 

The front door is the entryway to your 

home, the initiation of that warm and 

welcoming feeling. Of course your entry 

door also helps to enhance the street 

appeal of your home. 

 

A quality Hume entrance door will not 

only create that feeling of arrival but will 

make you feel like you have arrived. 

 

Features: 

✓ Solid construction for greater 

security 

✓ Solid timber mouldings fixed to 

exterior face.. 

✓ Timber glazing beads. 

✓ Duracote Tempered Hardboard skin 

for paint finish 

✓ Your choice of paint colour 

✓ Sliced Pacific Maple skin for staining 

optional. 
✓ Clear glass – other glazing options 

available. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 
 

XF-3 

 

 

Who are they? 
Hume Doors & Timber is the nation’s largest 100% Australian owned timber door 
manufacturer with over 60 years of proud history. Hume Doors will always stand by its family 
based values and exceptional customer service. Whether leading the way in sustainability, 
innovation or design, Hume Doors & Timber remains committed to developing outstanding 
products for the Australian market 

  

 

 

REAR DOOR 

Add that extra bit of light into your 

laundry, garage, rumpus or guest 

bedroom with the Hume Doors ‘XF-3’ 

 

Features: 

✓ Solid construction for greater 

security 

✓ Solid timber mouldings fixed to 

exterior face. 

✓ Timber glazing beads. 

✓ Duracote Tempered Hardboard skin 

for paint finish 

✓ Your choice of paint colour 

✓ Sliced Pacific Maple skin for staining 

optional.  
✓ Clear glass – other glazing options 

available. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
FRONT DOOR 

‘ENTRY SET’ 
BACK DOOR 

‘ENTRY SET’ 
INTERNAL SWINGING 

‘PASSAGE/PRIVACY/DUMMY’ 
INTERNAL SLIDING 

‘FLUSH PULL/CAVITY LOCK’ 

 

 

OPTIONAL UPGRADE 
MATTE BLACK 

 
 

 
 

 
 

FRONT DOOR 
‘ENTRY SET’ 

BACK DOOR 
‘ENTRY SET’ 

INTERNAL SWINGING 
‘PASSAGE/PRIVACY/DUMMY’ 

INTERNAL SLIDING 
‘FLUSH PULL/CAVITY LOCK’ 

 

 

Who are they? 
An Australian company, Gainsborough has achieved a pre-eminent position in the world market 
for more than 30 years, supplying first class architectural door furniture and developing a 
succession of innovative products that have attained new levels of excellence in design, 
manufacturing, functionality, ease of installation and durability. 

 

 

 

DOOR HANDLES 

Your door handles are all about opening a 

world of new possibilities. The G2 Lever 

Locksets feature a stylish, non-handed 

lever design for today's homes. 

 

General Features: 

✓ Grade 304 stainless steel 

✓ Stylish, non-handed lever 

✓ Concealed fixing design 

✓ Tarnish resistant satin chrome finish 

 

Front Door Entry Set Features: 

✓ Pull handle and roller bolt mortice lock  

✓ Passage set convenience when 

unlocked 

✓ Single Cylinder - Lock or unlock with 

turn-button from inside or key from 

outside 

 

Back Door Entry Set Features: 

✓ Trilock '3 in 1' technology 

✓ Push-button lockset mode 

✓ Passage set convenience when 

unlocked 

 

Passage Set Features: 

✓ Non-locking to suit general passage 

doors. 

 

Privacy Set Features: 

✓ Internal locking snib and emergency 

access from outside to suit bedroom 

or bathroom doors. 

 

Dummy Set Features: 

✓ Non-operational to suit wardrobe or 

closet doors. 

 

Cavity Lock Feature: 

✓ Ideal for bathroom or ensuite doors. 

✓ Lock or unlock with turn-button from 

inside. 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

   

 
 

 
 

 
 

BULLNOSE COLONIAL HALF SPLAYED 

 

 

Who are they? 
Innovative Timber Ideas (Ezitrim manufacturer) started its life as a small, privately owned timber 
importer with 3 staff in Five Dock, in 1987. 28 years on, ITI Australia is now the largest 
independent wholesale timber distributors in Australia, servicing all corners of the country with 
its 9 distribution centers. 

  

 

 

ARCHITRAVES AND 

SKIRTINGS 

EziTrim is manufactured from 

sustainable plantation grown Radiata 

Pine (Pinus radiata) which is a 

resourceful and readily available timber 

species. The product is then milled, kiln 

dried and docked to remove all knots 

and visible Imperfections. A much 

superior product when compared with 

MDF! 

 

This is then used to produce a finger 

jointed/laminated product which has no 

defects, whilst also having a consistent 

and superior finish. 

 

The Unique feature of Ezitrim mouldings 

is the priming process that creates not 

only good looks but a functional finish. 

The priming system involves up to three 

separate applications of different 

primer formulations which are hand 

sanded and buffed between coats. 

These primers create a finish which 

helps reduce the effects of raised grain 

and visible finger joints, which is both 

flexible and tough. 

 

Features: 

✓ Large 87mm x 18mm architraves 

and skirting 

✓ 3 stylish profiles to choose from 

✓ Pre-primed coat suitable for a 

premium paint finish 

✓ A much superior product when 

compared with MDF. 

✓ Other profiles available upon request. 

Pricing may vary. 

http://www.ezitrim.com/resource/profiles/NSW/Bullnose%20(Tabma%20AS1).jpg
http://www.ezitrim.com/resource/profiles/NSW/NSW%20Colonial.jpg
http://www.ezitrim.com/resource/profiles/NSW/Half%20Splay%20(Tabma%20AS4).jpg


 

 

 

 

   
 

 

  

  

LINEAR 
75mm 

MANLY 
75mm 

 

 

Who are they? 
In early 2014, Boral came together with USG to form a 50/50 joint venture known as USG 
Boral. With around 3,500 employees, USG Boral is the leading manufacturer and supplier of 
plasterboard-based wall, ceiling lining systems and accessories in Asia, Australasia and the 
Middle East. 

 

 

 

CORNICE 

Your choice between the stylish  75mm 

'Linear' or 'Freemantle' cornice! 

 

General Features: 

✓ Contemporary paper faced design 

✓ Machine extruded providing a 

perfect finish 

 

Linear: 

▪ For the discerning individual looking 

for the next generation in cornice. 

Linear is at the forefront of 

contemporary design. 

Characterized by its minimal, 

architectural lines the stylish 75mm 

square edge profile is a perfect 

complement for modern residential 

and commercial interiors. An ideal 

upgrade from standard cornice, and 

a great alternative to square 

setting, Linear is the obvious design 

alternative when considering a 

square edge finish. 

 

Freemantle 

▪ Manly is a 75mm decorative paper-

faced cornice profile that will highlight 

any room environment, it’s well 

suited for most ceiling heights as well 

as a majority of interiors. Manly is 

suitable for lower ceilings or in 

conjunction with Boral Cornice 

Sydney 90mm Profile. 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

      
PACIFIC OAKFIELD CAPRICE DENMARK CHATEAU VIENNA 

      
HAG-9 HA-4 HAG-18 HA-5 HAG-11 HAG-12 

 

 

Who are they? 
Hume Doors & Timber is the nation’s largest 100% Australian owned timber door 
manufacturer with over 60 years of proud history. Hume Doors will always stand by its family 
based values and exceptional customer service. Whether leading the way in sustainability, 
innovation or design, Hume Doors & Timber remains committed to developing outstanding 
products for the Australian market 

 

 

INTERNAL DOORS 

The Hume ‘Moulded panel’ and ‘accent 

range are beautiful doors that feature 

both embossed and routered faces on 

both sides in a range of refreshing 

designs suited to both contemporary 

and traditional style homes. 

 

Side and back access points to a home 

as well as interior doors are often 

understated but practical. With this in 

mind the Hume ‘Moulded Panel’ and 

‘Accent’ ranges deliver.  

 

Features: 

✓ Embossed and routered panel 

designs 

✓ Unique high density honeycomb core 

construction 

✓ Lightweight 

✓ Resistant to expansion and 

contraction resulting in little or no 

cracking and warping. 

✓ Pre-primed for defect free paint 

finish. 

✓ Wood grain or smooth skin options 

available 

✓ Sliced pacific maple option available 

upon request. Prices may vary. 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

THERMANN COMMERCIAL GAS CONTINUOUS FLOW 
28L INTERNAL HOTWATER SYSTEM 

 

 

Product Quality Guarantee? 
When purchasing these quality products from Reece Plumbing you can rest assured that they 
are covered by a 5 year replacement product warranty on the heat exchanger and a 2 year 
warranty over spare parts and labour. 

  

 

 

 

HOTWATER 

The Thermann Commercial 28L Internal Gas 

Continuous Flow unit ensures you will have 

enough hot water, when you need it. 

 

This unit has been developed to reduce 

wasted energy by pre-heating the water 

using heat from the gas exhaust, meaning 

you'll use less energy. 

 

With a 5 year warranty, you can rest 

assured you are covered for the life of the 

unit, and optional universal controllers ensure 

you always have precise control of your hot 

water temperature settings. 

 

Features: 

✓ Designed specifically for internal 

installation meaning it can be installed 

almost anywhere. 

✓ Japanese Technology and Manufacture 

✓ AGA Approved 

✓ Over 50 years of manufacturing 

experience 

✓ Product Quality Guarantee 

✓ Watermark Approved 

✓ Available in Natural Gas and LPG models 

to suit application 

✓ Optional Universal Controllers available 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

The kitchen triangle? 
The golden rule when it comes to the practical side of kitchen design is to design with the kitchen 
work triangle in mind. The most common kitchen activities are repetitive, and involve a great deal 
of movement between two or three of the most commonly used parts of the kitchen: the stove, 
the sink and the refrigerator. 
Drawing a line between these three elements in any kitchen creates what's known as the 
traditional kitchen work triangle. In an ideal kitchen, you should be allowed to move completely 
unrestricted between these three parts of the kitchen. 

 

? 

KITCHEN 

A successful kitchen is one that fulfills 

both functional and aesthetic 

requirements. It will be laid out in a way 

that makes work as easy and effective 

as possible, will be designed in a way that 

will be safe, and will be finished with 

appropriate materials on floors, walls 

and ceilings, on cabinets and benchtops. 

 

A well designed kitchen, in simpler 

terms, is one that's both a pleasure to 

look at and to work in. 

 

We work in unison with our local kitchen 

manufacturer to further extend the life 

of your kitchen. All cabinets, laminated 

benchtops and doors are manufactured 

and assembled locally for maximum 

strength and durability, while ABS 

edging creates impact-resistant 

surfaces that won’t peel over time. It’s 

the little things like adjustable hinges for 

pinpoint accuracy and anti-slam buffers 

for extra protection. 

 

Features: 

✓ Custom designed and built decor 

kitchen. 

✓ Polytec style 1 thermolaminated 

gloss doors in your choice of colour 

✓ Square form laminated bench top in 

your choice of  colour 

✓ Selection from a large range of 

stainless steel door handles 

✓ Fully lined kitchen cupboard shelves 

✓ Solid backing in all cupboards 

✓ Metal door hinges and runners 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 
RANGE HOOD 

‘CP750SS’ 
 

 

OPTIONAL  
FREE UPGRADE 

GAS COOKTOP 
‘H950STXPRO’ 

  

ELECTRIC 
COOKTOP 

‘95HTSS-2’ 

SINGLE OVEN 
‘T948SS-5’ 

 

 

DOUBLE 
OVEN 

‘TGDO84TBS’ 

 

 

Who are they? 
Technika is one of the few remaining privately owned Australian companies in the appliance 
industry, importing appliances and whitegoods since 1998. With innovation and flexibility to 
market, Technika have built strong relationships with many of Australia's largest and most 
respected Retailers, Building companies, and Designers. 

 

 

 

KITCHEN APPLIANCES 

When it comes to inspired cooking it's 

hard to ignore the Italians.  From this 

proud tradition we present Technika, a 

range of Italian designed kitchen 

appliances. Our ovens, upright cookers, 

cooktops, rangehoods and dishwashers 

feature a sleek European finish bringing 

a designer feel to any kitchen. All 

Technika appliances are designed with 

cutting edge technology making them 

reliable and easy to use, allowing you to 

create your own classic dishes in no 

time. 

 

Rangehood Features: 

✓ 760m3/hr extraction capacity 

✓ Stainless steel finish 

✓ 3 speed  control 

✓ 2 x LED lights 

✓ 2 x aluminium grease filters 

✓ Modern concealed design 

 

Gas Cooktop Features: 

✓ 5 burners  

✓ Wok burner  

✓ Stainless steel finish 

✓ Removable cast iron trivets 

✓ Electronic ignition 

 

Single Oven Features: 

✓ 10 functions 

✓ 100 litre capacity 

✓ Stainless steel & black glass finish 

✓ Touch sensor control 

✓ LCD programmable timer 

✓ Triple glazed cool touch door 

✓ Class ‘A’ energy rating 

✓ Cavity cooling system 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 
AFA FLOW 
‘Double Bowl’ 

 
OPTIONAL 

 

 
AFA FLOW 

‘Drainer Tray’ 
 
 
 

 
AFA FLOW 

‘Chopping Board’ 
 
 
 

 
AFA FLOW 
‘Colander’ 

 
 

 

Who are they? 
The leader in high-end sink ware design, AFA's contemporary product range is engineered to 
last. A selection of beautiful, architecturally inspired designs delivers enhanced kitchen aesthetics 
matched with unsurpassed quality. Combined with Australia's most successful supplier of 
plumbing and bathroom products, with over 450 stores across Australia, 3500 staff and 
thousands of products. Reece offers Australia’s largest range of beautiful products matched 
with the very best advice for creating your perfect bathroom. 

  

 

KITCHEN SINK 

The leader in high-end sinkware design, 

AFA's contemporary product range is 

engineered to last. With effortless 

curves, the Afa Flow Double Sink can be 

installed as an undermount or inset sink. 

The Double Undermount/Inset Sink is 

made from Stainless Steel. The optional 

accessories will also help you get the 

most out of your kitchen sink. 

Brushed stainless steel creates a 

streamlined look that integrates with 

modern kitchen appliances. Engineered 

for good looks, strength and long life 

with genuine, 304 grade stainless steel.  

 

Features: 

✓ 0.9mm gauge 

✓ 304 grade brushed stainless steel 

✓ 1 taphole 

✓ Sound deadening boards 

✓ Anti-condensation protection 

✓ 28L bowl capacity (each) 

✓ Inset OR under mount option 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

POSH 
‘SOLUS’ 

 

 

Who are they? 
The Reece business began in 1919 when Harold Joseph Reece commenced selling hardware 
products from the back of his truck. Today, Reece is a major public company and Australia's 
most successful supplier of plumbing and bathroom products, with over 450 stores across 
Australia, 3500 staff and thousands of products. Reece offers Australia’s largest range of 
beautiful products matched with the very best advice for creating your perfect bathroom.  

  

 

 

LAUNDRY 

Family is all about appreciating the simple 

things. And Posh is all about 

comfortable, practical bathroom 

products that everyone in the home can 

enjoy. Designed to stand up the rigors 

of daily living, Posh will help your family 

get more out of life. The fun starts with 

Posh. 

 

Designed to withstand just about 

anything you can throw at them, 

Posh tubs are perfect for families that 

like to work hard, play hard and wash like 

there is no tomorrow. 

 

Features: 

✓ 304 grade stainless steel trough 

✓ 45 litre capacity 

✓ Smooth round corners 

✓ Modern styling 

✓ Extra deep bowl 

✓ Suitable for mixer tapware 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
ADP 

‘MEDINA’ 

AVAILABLE IN 
21 GREAT COLOURS! 

   
BLACK BLACKENED 

LINEWOOD 
CHALKY TEAK 

   
TAWNY 

LINEWOOD 
ANTICO OAK CHAMOIS 

   
PARCHMENT ESPRESSO 

LIGNA 
DOMAIN 

   
SEASONED 

OAK 
CHERISHED 

WOOD 
WHITE 

   
SUBLIME 

TEAK 
DISTRESSED 

WOOD 
N ATIO 

WALNUT 

   
CHERRY 

RIFTWOOD 
WASHED 

KNOTTY ASH 
CONCRETE 

FORMWOOD 

   
SMOKE ELM RURAL OAK PRIME OAK 

 

 

Who are they? 
Architectural Designer Products was established in April 2001, with the focus of becoming 
Australia's largest and most innovative bathroom furniture manufacturer.  
Moving on, they have established themselves as a high-quality design force, now internationally 
renown for their distinctive designs along with their international partners and suppliers, 
together leading the way forward to always perfect the perfected. 

 

BATHROOM VANITIES 

A creative force for exciting design, 

ADP leads the way forward with its 

highly innovative bathroom furniture.  

 

Blending aesthetics and technology, 

ADP craft quality, Australian made 

pieces that suit any modern home.  

 

With flexible design and freedom of 

choice the Medina collection of vanity 

units is perfect for busy families seeking 

function and durability. 

 

Features: 

✓ Solid European design top 

✓ Moisture resistant graphite interior 

✓ Available in Full gloss polyurethane, 

Laminex satin or gloss silk finish or 

NEW textured woodgrain finish 

✓ Blum Soft close door hinges 

✓ Silver metal sided drawers with 

‘Smoov’ close 

✓ ‘DarkNight’ LED lighting 

✓ Touch operated smart bin 

✓ Wall hung 

✓ Chrome handles 

✓ Pop-up plug and waste 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 
 

CAROMA 
‘CLASSIC ISLAND BATH’ 

 

 

Who are they? 
The Reece business began in 1919 when Harold Joseph Reece commenced selling hardware 
products from the back of his truck. Today, Reece is a major public company and Australia's 
most successful supplier of plumbing and bathroom products, with over 450 stores across 
Australia, 3500 staff and thousands of products. Reece offers Australia’s largest range of 
beautiful products matched with the very best advice for creating your perfect bathroom. 

  

 

 

 

BATH TUB 

Across the globe, the role of the bath 

continues to be elevated within the 

home. While cultural differences exist 

from country to country, there is 

common recognition of the increasing 

importance of the bath to our daily lives. 

The bath is now considered an 

uninhibited wellness zone. And through 

clever design, your bath helps create a 

space that nurtures health, improves 

comfort and enhance quality of life. 

 

A stand out in any bathroom, it's hard to 

know which you'll enjoy more. the 

beautiful elongated oval shape with its 

characteristic curves, or the luxurious 

experience it promises. Designed to 

stand the rigours of modern living, thIs 

Bath is suitable as a 2 person bath. 

Used in a hob setting, the generous 

depth and 325L water capacity will help 

your family get more out of every day. 

 

Features: 

✓ Lucite sanitary grade acrylic 

✓ Generous depth 

✓ 1700mm long! 

✓ Simple yet elegant design 

✓ Easy cleaning 

✓ Pop-up plug and waste 

✓ Hob mounted 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

ROCA 
‘DEBBA’ 

 

 

Who are they? 
Inspired by design and driven by the passion of its Spanish heritage, Roca has been a world leader 
in bathroom design for over 90 years. Continually exploring new spaces and new emotions, Roca 
offers enhanced living through a new bathroom experience. A world leader operating in over 
135 markets, Roca is always at the forefront of bathroom trends. Working with some of the 
world’s most prestigious designers, Roca crafts distinctive and original designs that enhance the 
way people live. 

 

 

TOILET SUITES 

Inspired by design and driven by the 

passion of its Spanish heritage, Roca 

has been a world leader in bathroom 

design for over 90 years. Continually 

exploring new spaces and new 

emotions, Roca offers enhanced living 

through a new bathroom experience.  

 

With the Roca guarantee of 

performance and quality, the Debba 

range offers on-trend looks at 

affordable prices. Simple and functional 

design the Debba Close Coupled Back 

to Wall Toilet Suite with back water inlet 

bring trends to life for big and small 

bathrooms alike. 

 

Features: 

✓ Close coupled design 

✓ Vitreous china cistern 

✓ Vitreous china pan 

✓ Soft close seat 

✓ Quick release seat 

✓ Easy cleaning 

✓ 4-Star rating 

✓ 4.5/3L dual flush cistern 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

   
WALL-WALL CORNER 45 DEGREE 

 

 

Laminated Safety Glass 
Laminated glass is a safety glass made by laminating two or more sheets of equal or unequal 
glass thicknesses with a flexible plastic interlayer (called PVB – poly vinyl butyral). The glass and 
interlayer are bonded together by heat and pressure in an autoclave. All of our showerscreens 
are made using Grade A safety glass which meets AS1288 requirements. Depending on the 
severity of impact, this means the glass will not splinter into jagged dangerous pieces and will 
remain intact. 

  

✓ 

SHOWER SCREENS 

Your shower is the place where you 

start your day, and finish it too. It’s the 

source of refreshment, renewal and 

relaxation – which is why creating the 

perfect showering environment, is so 

important. Showers are often the 

central feature and are designed in 

every shape and size imaginable to take 

your shower experience to new levels.  

 

Features: 

✓ Semi-Frameless design 

✓ Aluminium channel fixing 

✓ Clearly defined shower recess 

✓ Safe, functional design 

✓ Hidden fixings 

✓ Designed to eliminate dirt and soap 

traps 

✓ Clear 6mm laminated safety glass 

✓ Available in chrome or white 

✓ Pivot style door 

✓ 1800mm high 

✓ Sizes and designs of shower screens 

are dependent on house design. 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

Mirror, Mirror On the Wall… 
Generally we think of a mirror, and automatically relate it to a bathroom. A well designed and 
crafted mirror can be used in any room in the house to create a whole new level of practicality or 
to leave a wonderful impression. Entry, Hallways, Kitchens and even in the garden! 

  

 

 

MIRRORS 

Mirrors are a really versatile product. 

Whilst an essential item in any 

bathroom a framed mirror can make 

any room appear more stylish and 

spacious. Whether your room uses a 

standard mirror or a completely 

custom designed solution mirrors can 

make any room feel a whole lot bigger, 

whilst adding a simplistic level of style. 

 

Features: 

✓ Frameless design 

✓ 25mm beveled edges 

✓ 4mm mirrored glass 

✓ 750mm high 

✓ Direct stick to wall, rather than 

bracketed 

✓ Safe, functional design 

✓ Hidden fixings 

✓ Designed to eliminate dirt and soap 

traps 

✓ Available in chrome or white 

✓ Sizes and designs of mirrors are 

dependent on house design. 

http://btcentral.tile.com.au/static/Tiles/Regular/1024/552204C.jpg


 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

10 Year Guarantee! 
Your tiles should last you a long time. Beaumont Tiles will repair or replace any first grade tiles 
supplied by them which are defective or which wear excessively within 10 years of installation. 
Having been around for more than 50 years now, Beaumont Tiles know a thing or two about 
longevity and reliability; and you can be confident in their ability to uphold there guarantee long into 
the future. 

  

 

 

TILES 

Beaumont Tiles is Australia’s largest 

ceramic tile retailer with almost 100 

showrooms nationally and is strongly 

committed to bringing the world's 

best and latest tiles to Australian 

consumers, builders and renovators.  

It is this that allows us to offer you not 

only the biggest range of tiles in 

Australia but also products with 

national exclusivity,  

 

This means as a GC Building customer 

you are able to choose from exciting 

and exclusive products that you won’t 

find or see anywhere else. 

 

You’ll be able to visit showrooms of 

the highest standards, ensuring only 

the latest trends from around the 

world are at your fingertips. Your 

dedicated colour consultant will be 

bursting with design and technical 

expertise to help you choose tiles that 

will not only look perfect, but perform 

to the highest standard as well. No 

matter your style, GC Building and 

Beaumont Tiles can help you find the 

tiles to achieve the look you want. 

 

Features: 

✓ Complimentary personalized 

selection consultation with a 

Beaumont professional 
✓ A choice from a comprehensive 

range of tiles. Rectified edge, 

feature, mosaic, strip or border 

tiles priced on request. 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Don’t Compromise on Quality… 
These 100mm Smart Tile Floor wastes are made of a stainless steel. A smart looking drain 
cover perfect for adding the simple yet elegant finishing touch to your bathrooms. 

  

 

 

FLOOR WASTES 

These 100mm Smart Tile Floor wastes 

are made of a stainless steel. A smart 

looking drain cover perfect for adding 

the simple yet elegant finishing touch to 

your bathrooms. 

 

Features: 

✓ Stainless steel construction 

✓ Brushed chrome finish 

✓ Available in 2 modern designs 

✓ 100mm 

✓ complies with the Plumbing Code of 

Australia (PCA) and the AS/NZS 

3500:2 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

   

OPTIONAL 
 

 

Mizu Drift MKII 
Shower/Bath Mixer 

Mizu Drift 
Bath Outlet 

Mizu Drift 
Wall Arm +200mm 

Shower 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 
 

 

Mizu Drift MKII 
Basin Mixer 

Mizu Drift MKII 
Gooseneck Sink Mixer 

Mizu Drift MKII 
Sink Mixer 

Mizu Drift 
Single Rail Shower 

 

 

 

  

 

MATTE 

BLACK 
ALSO  

AVAILABLE 

 

TAPWARE 

Mizu Drift is brought to life through 

graceful curves and circular inspired 

arcs that mimic the natural curves 

found in nature.  

 

Consistent with the principles of 

minimalist design, Mizu's clean, simple 

lines bring balance and harmony to the 

bathroom space 

 

Features: 

✓ Chrome plated finish 

✓ Durable design 

✓ Contemporary styling 

✓ Minimalist design 

✓ 7 year product quality guarantee 

✓ Optional shower rail 

✓ Matte Black also available 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

OPTIONAL 
 
 

 
 

Mizu Drift 
Single Tumbler 

 
 

 
 

Mizu Drift 
Soap Dish 

 
 
 

 

Mizu Drift 
Glass Shelf Chrome 

Mizu Drift 
Toilet Roll Holder 

Mizu Drift 
Guest Towel Ring 

 

  

Mizu Drift 
700mm Towel Rail 

 

Mizu Drift 
700 Double Towel Rail 

 

Mizu Drift 
Robe Hook 

 

 

 

Product Quality Guarantee 
When purchasing these quality products from Reece Plumbing you can rest assured that they 
are covered by a 7 year replacement product warranty and a 12 month warranty over spare 
parts and labour (Domestic use only). 

  

 

 

BATHROOM 

ACCESSORIES 

Perfect for the modern family 

bathroom, the Posh Solus range is not 

only durable enough to withstand 

everyday use but the contemporary 

design won't compromise on style. 

 

Clean contemporary lines and flat 

surfaces are combined to create a 

highly durable, functional, timeless design 

that will suit any bathroom. 

 

Features: 

✓ Chrome plated finish 

✓ Durable design 

✓ Contemporary styling 

✓ 7 year product quality guarantee 

✓ Additional optional items available  



 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

While we strive to be particular in regard to the products we offer, we cannot warrant that products will necessarily match any sample or brochure and as such the products 

as shown in this document may be different from the actual product - These images are for illustrative purposes only. The builder also takes no responsibility for the availability 

of the products listed in this brochure and reserves the right to at any time substitute alternative selections of similar nature depending on availability of the product. The use 

of other and/or alternative selections will be at the clients own risk. Selections made that vary from quoted inclusions may incur extra charges. GC Building takes no 

responsibility for verbal discussions or instructions between parties that conflict with this document. Any and all warranties and/or product guarantees listed in this brochure 

were correct at the time of production of this brochure and furthermore are listed as a guide only. The home owner is responsible for satisfying themselves with warranty 

information. Furthermore all goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a 

major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of 

acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. 


